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Notes:
Performance is in Internal Throughput Rate (ITR) ratio based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled environment.  The actual throughput that any 
user will experience will vary depending upon considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and the 
workload processed.  Therefore, no assurance can  be given that an individual user will achieve throughput improvements equivalent to the performance ratios stated here. 

IBM hardware products are manufactured from new parts, or new and serviceable used parts. Regardless, our warranty terms apply.

All customer examples cited or described in this presentation are presented as illustrations of  the manner in which some customers have used IBM products and the results they may have 
achieved.  Actual environmental costs and performance characteristics will vary depending on individual customer configurations and conditions.

This publication was produced in the United States.  IBM may not offer the products, services or features discussed in this document in other countries, and the information may be subject 
to change without notice.  Consult your local IBM business contact for information on the product or services available in your area.

IBM considers a product “Year 2000 ready” if the product, when used in accordance with its associated documentation, is capable of correctly processing, providing and/or receiving date 
data within and between the 20th and 21st centuries, provided that all products (for example, hardware, software and firmware) used with the product properly exchange accurate date data 
with it. Any statements concerning the Year 2000 readiness of any IBM products contained in this presentation are Year 2000 Readiness Disclosures, subject to the Year 2000 Information 
and Readiness Disclosure Act of 1998.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

Information about non-IBM products is obtained from the manufacturers of those products or their published announcements.  IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the 
performance, compatibility, or any other claims related to non-IBM products.  Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.
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DisclaimerDisclaimer

The information contained in this document is not intended to be an assertion of future 
action by IBM.  The use of this information or the implementation of any of these 
techniques is a customer responsibility and depends on the customer's ability to 
evaluate and integrate them into the operational environment.  While each item may 
have been reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there is no guarantee 
that the same or similar results will be obtained elsewhere.  Customers attempting to 
adopt these techniques to their own environment do so at their own risk.

In this presentation, any references made to an IBM licensed program are not intended 
to state or imply that only IBM's licensed program may be used; any functionally 
equivalent program may be used instead.

Any performance data contained in this presentation was determined in a controlled 
environment and, therefore, the results which may be obtained in other operating 
environments may vary significantly.  Users of this presentation should verify the 
applicable data for their specific environment.

It is possible that this material may contain reference to, or information about, IBM 
products (machines and programs), programming, or services that are not announced 
in your country.  Such references or information must not be construed to mean that 
IBM intends to announce such IBM products, programming or services in your country.

Any feedback that you give IBM regarding this presentation will be treated as 
non-confidential information.  IBM reserves the right to use this information in any form.

Agenda                             Agenda                             
This session will help you be a better Team Leader (This session will help you be a better Team Leader (Building Building 

leadership skills is a life long pursuitleadership skills is a life long pursuit ))

Agenda:Agenda:
The goalThe goal
How to get thereHow to get there

Planning Planning 
Running the projectRunning the project

In trouble?In trouble?
Finishing Finishing 

Continue to growContinue to grow
ReferencesReferences
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The GoalThe Goal

What is your job?What is your job?
Get your task done.Get your task done.

It is OK to finish earlyIt is OK to finish early
Make team members efficientMake team members efficient
Reduce risks, in fact, handle the risksReduce risks, in fact, handle the risks
Help other teamsHelp other teams

It doesn't matter if your end of the ship isn't sinkingIt doesn't matter if your end of the ship isn't sinking
What do you get credit for?What do you get credit for?

Doing your job.Doing your job.
Growing your peopleGrowing your people
Reducing the managers' loadReducing the managers' load

The Goal The Goal 

Their GoalTheir Goal
Keep out of troubleKeep out of trouble
Meet Expectations:Meet Expectations:

On time (original or adjusted date)On time (original or adjusted date)
Promised content (original or adjusted content)Promised content (original or adjusted content)

Other Expectations:Other Expectations:
Quality (real and opinion)Quality (real and opinion)
Tracked CheckpointsTracked Checkpoints

datesdates
entry/exit criteria (examples: design, code-unit test, entry/exit criteria (examples: design, code-unit test, 
component test, & system test)component test, & system test)
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PlanningPlanning

The Rules:The Rules:
If you don't know where you are going, anyplace will do.If you don't know where you are going, anyplace will do.
If you don't tell others what you are going to do, they If you don't tell others what you are going to do, they 
will expect everything NOW.will expect everything NOW.

Be SpecificBe Specific
Everyone remembers the dates.  Everyone remembers the dates.  
Nobody remembers the dependencies.Nobody remembers the dependencies.
Dates are harder to change than content.Dates are harder to change than content.
It is easier to add content than to remove it.It is easier to add content than to remove it.
Risks are bigger than you originally thoughtRisks are bigger than you originally thought
There will be problems that nobody can see now.There will be problems that nobody can see now.
Creativity cannot be scheduled.Creativity cannot be scheduled.

PlanningPlanning

Keep RecordsKeep Records
Project justificationProject justification
Plan detailsPlan details
AssumptionsAssumptions
How it turned out, with detailsHow it turned out, with details

Topics:Topics:
How to make a planHow to make a plan
RisksRisks
How to estimate betterHow to estimate better
Staffing considerationsStaffing considerations
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PlanningPlanning

How to make a planHow to make a plan
Pick a date to be finish the planPick a date to be finish the plan
List the partsList the parts

Do while there is timeDo while there is time
Both directions Both directions 

Front - What needs to be done next?Front - What needs to be done next?
Back - What do I need to do this?Back - What do I need to do this?

Generate IdeasGenerate Ideas
Write down any ideas you getWrite down any ideas you get
Talk to everyone when fishing for ideasTalk to everyone when fishing for ideas

IdentifyIdentify
What you don't you know?What you don't you know?

PlanningPlanning
For each part:For each part:

Determine how long will each part will takeDetermine how long will each part will take
EffortEffort
Elapsed timeElapsed time

SkillsSkills
RisksRisks
Record where it fits in your planRecord where it fits in your plan

What does it depend on?What does it depend on?
What depends on it?What depends on it?

Identify flexibilityIdentify flexibility
Necessary/unnecessary contentNecessary/unnecessary content
Possible additional contentPossible additional content
Plan your "wiggle room"Plan your "wiggle room"

Now lay out your plan and critical pathNow lay out your plan and critical path
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PlanningPlanning

RisksRisks
Complicated interfaceComplicated interface

define and test just the interfacedefine and test just the interface
Complicated AlgorithmComplicated Algorithm

Small program to testSmall program to test
Make close to realMake close to real
Move into real codeMove into real code

Quantity of code to writeQuantity of code to write
Break into pieces, measure and assignBreak into pieces, measure and assign

Unknown risksUnknown risks
Who knows whatWho knows what
Study firstStudy first

Leave time for things you cannot see or imagineLeave time for things you cannot see or imagine

PlanningPlanning

How to estimate betterHow to estimate better
Estimate and Measure everythingEstimate and Measure everything
Track Details and CostsTrack Details and Costs

printer detailsprinter details
number of partsnumber of parts
tightest tolerancetightest tolerance
printing speedprinting speed

program details (possible)program details (possible)
number of parts (source files)number of parts (source files)
number of routinesnumber of routines
interfacesinterfaces
structures (DSECTs)structures (DSECTs)
performance/space constraintsperformance/space constraints
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PlanningPlanning

Staffing considerationsStaffing considerations
Break work into person sized piecesBreak work into person sized pieces

Well defined interfaces between peopleWell defined interfaces between people
The fewer the internal dependencies, the betterThe fewer the internal dependencies, the better

Assign work closest to what each person wants to doAssign work closest to what each person wants to do
Ask their manager about planned growthAsk their manager about planned growth
Ask each personAsk each person
Determine their skillsDetermine their skills
Determine what they need to learnDetermine what they need to learn

Work out internal dates for every personWork out internal dates for every person
Share the work nobody wants. Share the work nobody wants. 

"If it is a bad sandwich, everyone takes a bite.""If it is a bad sandwich, everyone takes a bite."

Running the ProjectRunning the Project

TopicsTopics
Know where you standKnow where you stand
Track where you have beenTrack where you have been
Constantly REDUCE risksConstantly REDUCE risks
Solidify partsSolidify parts
TestTest
In trouble?In trouble?
People Problems?People Problems?
Miscellaneous hintsMiscellaneous hints
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Running the ProjectRunning the Project

Know where you standKnow where you stand
Report what needs to be reportedReport what needs to be reported

Not too muchNot too much
Not too littleNot too little

Refine your intermediate scheduleRefine your intermediate schedule
Set more checkpoints for yourself and your teamSet more checkpoints for yourself and your team

Keep on track - don't change your schedule lightlyKeep on track - don't change your schedule lightly
Have the answer to: "What is the new news?"Have the answer to: "What is the new news?"

Running the ProjectRunning the Project

Track where you have beenTrack where you have been
What to keep?What to keep?

Unexpected ProblemsUnexpected Problems
Late DependenciesLate Dependencies
Missed internal datesMissed internal dates
Effort requiredEffort required
Amount of code writtenAmount of code written

Why?Why?
Will help you figure out where you areWill help you figure out where you are
Will be needed if you get in troubleWill be needed if you get in trouble
Will help with next projectWill help with next project
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Running the ProjectRunning the Project

Constantly REDUCE risksConstantly REDUCE risks
Focus on your highest risks firstFocus on your highest risks first
Don't accept additions that add riskDon't accept additions that add risk
Use your networkUse your network
Don't make 'casual' or 'nice to have' changes, lateDon't make 'casual' or 'nice to have' changes, late

Running the ProjectRunning the Project

Solidify partsSolidify parts
When there is something useful, put its parts in the When there is something useful, put its parts in the 
library and compile them with the library compiler.library and compile them with the library compiler.
Finish up partsFinish up parts

Don't get into the situation where a lot of parts are Don't get into the situation where a lot of parts are 
'almost done''almost done'

Don't undo test resultsDon't undo test results
If a part is tested, don't change it.If a part is tested, don't change it.

Finished parts in the library are money in the bankFinished parts in the library are money in the bank
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Running the ProjectRunning the Project
TestingTesting

Rules: Rules: 
Testing takes a different mind setTesting takes a different mind set
No body tests their own codeNo body tests their own code

Developers make sure their code worksDevelopers make sure their code works
Others do the testingOthers do the testing

Build test plans from design documentsBuild test plans from design documents
Make sure all functions work using the externalsMake sure all functions work using the externals
Test the code as a wholeTest the code as a whole
Limit developer contaminationLimit developer contamination

Only fix problems testers find.Only fix problems testers find.

Running the ProjectRunning the Project
Are you in trouble?Are you in trouble?

This is like surfingThis is like surfing
Your Goal: Stay ahead of the crashing waveYour Goal: Stay ahead of the crashing wave

Know first.Know first.
Listen to others on your projectListen to others on your project
Status meetings tell you what the managers are focused Status meetings tell you what the managers are focused 
on. (Just like "Whack a Mole")on. (Just like "Whack a Mole")
Ask others without askingAsk others without asking

Project managersProject managers
ManagersManagers
Other team leadersOther team leaders
TestersTesters
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Running the ProjectRunning the Project
Are you in trouble?Are you in trouble?

How to ask others without directly asking.How to ask others without directly asking.
Open communication and listenOpen communication and listen

Approach people that are "in the know."Approach people that are "in the know."
Start a short conversation on something else.Start a short conversation on something else.
If they are thinking about your project, they will say If they are thinking about your project, they will say 
something.something.
You can say "We spoke and you didn't mention..."You can say "We spoke and you didn't mention..."

Don't let your manager find out from othersDon't let your manager find out from others
They will always find out, just be firstThey will always find out, just be first
Know all - Know all - 

How bad is it How bad is it 
Have a plan to catch upHave a plan to catch up

Running the ProjectRunning the Project
How to get out of troubleHow to get out of trouble

Plan to get back on schedulePlan to get back on schedule
add resources (OT and/or folks)add resources (OT and/or folks)

Adding OT is easier for a short timeAdding OT is easier for a short time
If adding people, training is a problemIf adding people, training is a problem

change content change content 
change date (usually painful)change date (usually painful)
change quality (not good, the default)change quality (not good, the default)

Find ExcusesFind Excuses
New News?New News?
Dependency Problems?Dependency Problems?
Unexpected Problems?Unexpected Problems?
Unexpected effort?Unexpected effort?
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Running the ProjectRunning the Project

People Problems?People Problems?
Problems you can seeProblems you can see

load unbalanced?load unbalanced?
Too many interrupts?Too many interrupts?

Do they need protection from interrupts?Do they need protection from interrupts?
big effort, no resultbig effort, no result

work not defined well enough?work not defined well enough?
overlap of responsibilities?overlap of responsibilities?
person doing work in too much detail?person doing work in too much detail?
bad time estimate?bad time estimate?

arguments between team members?arguments between team members?
define boundariesdefine boundaries

Running the ProjectRunning the Project

People Problems?People Problems?
Problems you cannot seeProblems you cannot see

Other projects they are working onOther projects they are working on
Speak to other team leadersSpeak to other team leaders

Family problemsFamily problems
Stay away from theseStay away from these
Person may need some slackPerson may need some slack

Bad news to deliver?Bad news to deliver?
Be helpfulBe helpful
Always know your audience.Always know your audience.
Deliver bad news in privateDeliver bad news in private
Be careful with their reputationBe careful with their reputation
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Running the ProjectRunning the Project
Miscellaneous hintsMiscellaneous hints

Take care of the team and they will take care of youTake care of the team and they will take care of you
build teambuild team
grow membersgrow members
advertise membersadvertise members

Write code to do common tasksWrite code to do common tasks
CompilesCompiles
ftpftp
Converting codeConverting code

FinishingFinishing

It is OK to finish earlyIt is OK to finish early
TopicsTopics

Know when your are done.Know when your are done.
AccountingAccounting
Rewards (+/-)Rewards (+/-)
Reply to - Requests for RecommendationsReply to - Requests for Recommendations
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FinishingFinishing
Know when your are done.Know when your are done.

Everything is in the library, tested, and books doneEverything is in the library, tested, and books done
Avoid "The Trap"Avoid "The Trap"

The TrapThe Trap
"I'm almost done.  Just one more change.""I'm almost done.  Just one more change."

SolutionSolution
Know what your customer wantsKnow what your customer wants
Focus on your end result and justificationFocus on your end result and justification
Use a "get done" planUse a "get done" plan

Don't fix everythingDon't fix everything
Closer to end, Greater the severity of the problem Closer to end, Greater the severity of the problem 
needs to be to be fixed.needs to be to be fixed.
Record things to do in future releasesRecord things to do in future releases

FinishingFinishing

Keep an accounting for yourselfKeep an accounting for yourself
What went well and what didn'tWhat went well and what didn't
Who did what wellWho did what well
How long did it takeHow long did it take

efforteffort
elapsed timeelapsed time

Start looking for and planning the next projectStart looking for and planning the next project
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FinishingFinishing

Give out rewards (+/-)Give out rewards (+/-)
Inform managementInform management

Why inform management? Why inform management? 
To prevent bad promotions and awardsTo prevent bad promotions and awards
To vote on who gets promotions and awardsTo vote on who gets promotions and awards
Provide management details that they can't observeProvide management details that they can't observe

Brag to other team leaders and managersBrag to other team leaders and managers
Reply to "Requests for Recommendations"Reply to "Requests for Recommendations"

FinishingFinishing

How to inform managementHow to inform management
Just provide your data, not your judgmentJust provide your data, not your judgment
Be specificBe specific

DifficultyDifficulty
RiskRisk
QuantityQuantity
QualityQuality
Helping othersHelping others

For your best team membersFor your best team members
Suggest promotions and/or awards Suggest promotions and/or awards 
Writing is more powerful than wordsWriting is more powerful than words

For you worst team membersFor you worst team members
Managers will do the math, but they might askManagers will do the math, but they might ask
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FinishingFinishing

Example:Example:
"Pete did the most difficult part and he wrote the most "Pete did the most difficult part and he wrote the most 
code (3K)."code (3K)."
If asked "How did John do on the code?"If asked "How did John do on the code?"

"It looked very nice and it did the job.""It looked very nice and it did the job."
"He wrote about 1K.""He wrote about 1K."

FinishingFinishing

How to do a recommendationHow to do a recommendation
Focus on positive pointsFocus on positive points

Don't say anything negativeDon't say anything negative
Let the reader do the mathLet the reader do the math

It is better to give data than judgmentIt is better to give data than judgment
Data - what was done and can be measuredData - what was done and can be measured
Judgment - your opinionJudgment - your opinion

Be ready with the answer to: Be ready with the answer to: 
"Would you hire them again?""Would you hire them again?"
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Continue to GrowContinue to Grow
The Road to LearningThe Road to Learning

Make your own successes/mistakesMake your own successes/mistakes
PainfulPainful
Not enough timeNot enough time

Learn from other's successes/mistakesLearn from other's successes/mistakes
This sessionThis session
Watch othersWatch others
Status meetingsStatus meetings

Figure it outFigure it out
Time and Effort EstimatesTime and Effort Estimates
Critical PathCritical Path
Finding room to recoverFinding room to recover

Continue to GrowContinue to Grow

Pay attention to other leadersPay attention to other leaders
What did they do and how did it work?What did they do and how did it work?

Attend Status MeetingsAttend Status Meetings
Who is in charge?Who is in charge?
What are others getting away with?What are others getting away with?

Study Behavior ModificationStudy Behavior Modification
Find out how well you are doing.Find out how well you are doing.

Make adjustmentsMake adjustments
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